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PARTNERS

GEORGIA

PARTNERSHIP

DOWNTOWN
RENAISSANCE

B
ringing together public institutions, nongovern-
mental organizations, and private foundations, 
the Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership 

combines the skills and resources of the Lyndhurst 
Foundation, the Georgia Municipal Association, 
the Georgia Cities Foundation, and the University 
of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government to 
revitalize communities across Georgia. The Georgia 
Downtown Renaissance Partnership facilitates the 
creation of strategic visions, plans, designs, and work 
programs for partner communities in Georgia. The 
Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership works with 
government leaders, chambers of commerce, downtown 
stakeholders, and local citizens to help ensure that all 
cities in Georgia have the resources and tools necessary 
to realize their vision and maximize their potential.

Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership
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 Since 1927, the University of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government has worked 
with public officials throughout Georgia and around the world to improve governance 
and people's lives. From Georgia's early days as a largely agrarian state with a modest 
population to its modern-day status as a national and international force in business, 
industry, and politics with a population of ten million, the Institute has helped govern-
ment leaders navigate change and forge strong directions for a more prosperous Georgia.

Created in 1933, the Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) is the only state organi-
zation that represents municipal governments in Georgia. Based in Atlanta, GMA is a 
voluntary, nonprofit organization that provides legislative advocacy and educational, 
employee benefit, and technical consulting services to its members. GMA’s purpose is 
to anticipate and influence the forces shaping Georgia’s communities and to provide 
leadership, tools, and services that assist local governments in becoming more innova-
tive, effective, and responsive.

 The Georgia Cities Foundation, founded in 1999, is a nonprofit subsidiary of the Georgia 
Municipal Association. The foundation’s mission is to assist cities in their efforts to revi-
talize and enhance downtown areas by serving as a partner and facilitator in funding 
capital projects through the revolving loan fund. Its services include the Revolving Loan 
Fund Program, the Heart and Soul Downtown Workshop, the Peer-to-Peer Mentoring 
Tour, Downtown Development Authority Basic Training, and the Renaissance Award.
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B
ainbridge, long known as “the Oak City,” has offered residents and 
visitors moss-draped live oaks, southern hospitality, friendly neighbors, 
and a great place to call home for nearly two centuries. In 2014, the 

city of Bainbridge worked with planners and designers from the Carl Vinson 
Institute of Government at the University of Georgia to develop a guiding 
plan and vision for the city’s historic downtown core. Since that time, the 
Bainbridge Renaissance Strategic Vision and Plan (RSVP), which was based 
on the input of hundreds of local community members, has guided improve-
ments and key projects in the downtown area. Due to the success of this effort 
and a positive record of implementation by the city, in 2018, Bainbridge and 
a planning team from the Institute of Government joined forces to update the 
2014 masterplan. The improvements included in this document capitalize on 
efforts that have taken place, building on community consensus to continue 
improving the downtown streetscape and address key projects identified by 
city leaders. With exciting developments like new lodging, a craft brewery, 
and downtown restaurants on the ground or on the way, now is the time to 
plan for and begin realizing a revitalized future for the heart and soul of this 
unique community.

Along the majestic Flint River in    

         Southwest Georgia’s Decatur County... 
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STREETSCAPING

E
ven prior to the 2014 RSVP plan, Bainbridge leaders were working 
to prioritize and improve key downtown streets like Broad Street 
with attractive brick and concrete streetscaping, street trees, and 

ornamental streetlights. City leaders and crews have done an admira-
ble job investing in downtown streetscaping, including exposing many 
of the city’s historic brick streets and working to improve downtown 
streets for pedestrians and motorists. The updated streetscape master-
plan and the renderings that follow build on these improvements, 
focusing efforts on the key corridors of Calhoun, Broad, and West as 
well as identifying potential improvements for downtown side streets like 
Clark and Clay. After suffering a tremendous hit by Hurricane Michael 
in October 2018, the city must work hard to replant trees throughout 
town and re-earn Bainbridge’s title as the Oak City. Along Calhoun 
Street, the updated masterplan proposes the addition of ten live oaks 
and 40 flowering Natchez crape myrtles. These trees could create an 
attractive, economical, and easily maintained gateway to downtown 
for generations to come. Along Broad Street, improvements expand 
existing streetscaping to include planted bump-outs at key intersections 
and more than 60 new angled parking spaces. While angled on-street 
parking addresses the need for easy access to downtown businesses, the 
size of the proposed bump-outs would allow for long-lived large-can-
opy street trees including laurel oaks and sycamores. Features like wide 
medians and larger bump-outs also allow for the planting of a new 
generation of live oaks downtown. Over time, these key trees would 
create a welcoming, shaded corridor for downtown visitors. The plan 
on page_/opposite also recommends replacing missing or declining trees 
along Broad Street with larger-canopy street trees as these opportuni-
ties arise. Importantly, the improvements proposed along Broad Street 
do not require the destruction of any of the existing streetscape. Along 
West Street, the Bainbridge Downtown Masterplan builds on recom-
mendations from the 2014 masterplan to incorporate a handsome live 
oak–lined landscaped median, additional street trees, angled parking, 
and expanded sidewalks. As private investment often follows public 
investment, working to improve and beautify West Street could attract 
needed reinvestment and development to this key corridor.
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STREETSCAPE

CALHOUN STREET
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T
he addition of a planted line of Natchez crape myrtles and live oaks 
along the right-of-way could create an attractive, low-maintenance 
gateway along US-27 Business/Calhoun Street. Trees planted in the 

existing beauty strip could calm traffic entering town and protect pedes-
trians. Generous and beautiful, live oaks speak to Bainbridge’s identity as 
Georgia’s Oak City; the new trees shown would replace trees lost in 2018’s 
devastating Hurricane Michael. 

CALHOUN STREET PLAN
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EXISTING: Spanning the Flint River, the 
Dothan Road Bridge connects downtown to 
the inland port and acts as a key thoroughfare 
into Bainbridge. The Dothan Road Bridge is 
also the only bridge over the Flint River that 
features pedestrian infrastructure. Notably, 
both of Bainbridge’s iconic rail bridges can be 
viewed from here.
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DOTHAN ROAD/US-27 BUSINESS

BRIDGE
PROPOSED: Simply installing light posts consistent with the existing downtown streetscape 
could enhance the safety and aesthetics of this downtown entry. These light posts also act as 
a visual cue, signaling one’s arrival in Bainbridge. Enhancing this bridge could allow locals 
and visitors alike to enjoy views of the river and the historic rail bridges.
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DOTHAN ROAD/US-27 BUSINESS
EXISTING, LEFT: Approaching downtown on Calhoun Street/US-27 Business, large unplanted 
greenspaces could be better utilized to improve the first impression when visiting Bainbridge.

PROPOSED, BELOW: Flowering Natchez crape myrtles and three strategically planted live 
oaks trees transform the appearance of this key corridor. These attractive, low-maintenance 
plantings would improve this important gateway for generations to come while separating rapid 
vehicular traffic from pedestrians.
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CALHOUN STREET & BROAD STREET

EXISTING: Callahan Builder 
Mart sits at the key corner of 
Broad Street and Calhoun 
Street/US-27 at the entry to 
downtown.

PROPOSED, 2014 RENDERING: This rendering from the 2014 Bainbridge RSVP 
shows this prominent building with a large gateway mural featuring the city’s distinctive 
downtown welcome sign design. 
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PROPOSED: Extending plantings of Natchez crape myrtles to the right-of-way along US-27 
creates a signature gateway to downtown. Working with property owners, local leaders could 
consider using the façade of this downtown business to promote the community. An inexpen-
sive vinyl wrap or more permanent mural here could welcome visitors downtown.
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BROAD STREET &
CALHOUN STREET

EXISTING, ABOVE:  Broad Street serves as downtown 
Bainbridge’s primary commercial corridor. Landscaping improve-
ments including wayfinding signage at this key intersection could 
draw more visitors downtown off of Calhoun Street.

PROPOSED, RIGHT : By expanding the existing landscape bed 
to incorporate low maintenance ornamental grasses, flowering 
Natchez crape myrtles, and a specimen live oak, this corner now 
welcomes visitors downtown. Plantings selected repeat species 
featured at Willis Park, visually tying this corner with downtown. 
Prominent buildings are also shown with improvements including 
fresh paint and repaired metal roofing.  
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STREETSCAPE

Calhoun Street to Willis Park

BROAD STREET
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O
versized travel lanes along Broad Street encourage speed-
ing and create potential conflicts as drivers approach 
Willis Park. Narrowing oversized travel lanes along 

Broad Street would create a safer corridor while allowing for 
the addition of on-street parking, landscaping, and other street-
scape features. Adding on-street angled parking at the corner 
of Broad and Planter Street could boost existing and poten-
tial businesses along the corridor. Without altering the existing 
streetscape, the depth of angled parking would allow for land-
scaped bump-outs to be constructed. These bump-outs could 
accommodate larger-canopy street trees to create a shaded corri-
dor welcoming visitors and pedestrians. 

NORTH BROAD STREET PLAN
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MISSING TREES, ABOVE: From Calhoun Street to Shotwell Street, 
much of Broad Street already features wide sidewalks, street trees, street 
lamps, and improved streetscaping. Unfortunately, many trees selected 
for this corridor will never obtain the canopy or height necessary to offer 
shade for pedestrians and parked vehicles. Several trees along the corridor 
have also declined or died over time, leaving empty tree wells along this 
busy street. The map below marks the location of empty tree grates along 
Broad Street. Also noted are trees that have begun declining. Targeting 
these spaces for replanting with larger-canopy street trees such as syca-
mores, Chinese elms, blight-tolerant American elms, Japanese Zelkova, 
or other species would beautify this corridor for years to come and maxi-
mize the city’s investment in improved streetscaping. 

NORTH BROAD STREET
STREETSCAPE DETAILS
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STREET SECTION: This section elevation of proposed alterations illustrates angled parking serv-
ing businesses at the corner of Broad and Planter Street. Planted bump-outs on the east side of the 
block provide shade for pedestrians and create a more attractive gateway to downtown. 
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BROAD STREET &
PLANTER STREET

EXISTING:  The northern edge of Bainbridge’s Broad Street business 
corridor features areas with a historic downtown development style, includ-
ing historic zero-lot-line brick commercial buildings, wide sidewalks, light 
posts, and street trees. Broad Street also features excessively wide travel 
lanes, an overabundance of asphalt, and unpopular parallel parking in 
areas that could accommodate angled parking.

PROPOSED: The width of Broad Street expands as it makes its way 
toward Willis Park, allowing for more on-street parking in particular areas. 
At Planter Street, the design shown converts parallel parking to angled 
parking, almost doubling the number of parking spaces on the street. This 
relatively simple retrofit requires restriping streets to 11’ lanes and striping 
angled parking. This change could also calm traffic by signaling to drivers 
that they are entering a pedestrian-heavy historic district. Angled parking 
also creates room for large bump-outs with the capacity for larger-canopy 
street trees. These improvements help create a safer and more attractive 
environment for both pedestrians and vehicular traffic. 
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EXISTING: The intersection of Broad and Water Street at Willis 
Park lies at the very heart of downtown Bainbridge. This premiere 
location is one of the most trafficked downtown areas by both locals 
and visitors. However, this key intersection could use some safety 
enhancements for vehicles and pedestrians. In addition, Broad 
Street’s width could be better utilized to incorporate additional 
on-street parking.
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PROPOSED, ABOVE: Taking full advantage 
of the existing road width, angled on-street park-
ing could be added to Broad Street at Willis Park 
while preserving two-way traffic and a central 
turn lane. Historic photographs of the square 
show angled parking on both sides of the street. 
This design adds parking capacity and returns 
Broad Street to the street’s historic layout. This 
parking arrangement narrows traffic lanes to an 
in-town Georgia Department of Transportation 

(GDOT)-recommended 10.5’ with large on-street 
parking spaces. These spaces are designed to 
accommodate the largest consumer trucks avail-
able commercially and include extra deep “hoss 
spots” for deliveries and more. Bump-outs around 
parking spaces enhance safety for vehicular traffic 
and pedestrians alike while providing additional 
space for street trees. Together, street trees and 
bricked bump-outs extend the allure of Willis Park 
to every corner of the street.

BROAD STREET & WATER STREET
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STREETSCAPE

Shotwell Street to Willis Park

BROAD STREET
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W
ith approximately 50’ of paved right-of-way, much of Broad 
Street from Shotwell Street to Willis Park could be reconfigured 
to increase on-street parking and bring more opportunities for 

large-canopy street trees and landscaping downtown. While maintaining 
GDOT standard 11’ drive lanes, the plan on the left shows one side of South 
Broad Street converted to angled parking. The 27 angled spaces shown 
increase the parking supply downtown and allow for expanded bump-outs 
capable of handling large-canopy street trees. While leaving existing street-
scaping intact, larger bump-outs at intersections as shown create a more 
attractive and walkable downtown experience.

SOUTH BROAD STREET SECTION ELEVATION

Approaching Willis Park from the south, this section elevation illustrates the spatial relationships 
among the proposed streetscape elements. Angled on-street parking adds capacity to the more 
active and developed west side of the block. Two 11’ drive lanes maintain north- and south-bound 
traffic through downtown. Bump-outs at key intersections, parking entries, and more add spaces 
for large-canopy live oaks and laurel oaks. 

SOUTH BROAD STREET PLAN
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EXISTING: The main southern entrance to 
downtown, the intersection of Broad Street 
and Shotwell  Street acts as a gateway to 
downtown. At Shotwell Street and elsewhere, 
the excessive width of Broad Street could 
be better utilized to incorporate on-street 
parking. Flanked by two massive live oak 
trees and featuring a Downtown Bainbridge 
welcome sign, wide sidewalks, and light posts, 
this corner already signals arrival to down-
town. However, further improvements to the 
pedestrian experience could better connect 
downtown to its surrounding neighborhoods, 
while making a safer and more inviting expe-
rience for all.
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BROAD STREET &
SHOTWELL STREET

PROPOSED: The width of Broad Street at Shotwell Street could accommodate angled parking 
on one side of the street, returning to the historic layout of this intersection. These additional park-
ing spots could provide a boost for business owners and add to the number of convenient parking 
options in downtown. Further, reclaiming excessive asphalt for street trees and bump-outs enhances 
the safety and appearance of the intersection while providing the next generation of downtown oaks.
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EXISTING: Currently, Troupe Street features 
parallel parking and many completed street-
scape elements. The wide bricked sidewalks, 
street trees, and lamp posts along this stretch 
of Broad Street give it a true downtown feel. 
However, the excessive width of Broad Street 
could be put to better use.

PROPOSED: The width of Broad Street at 
Shotwell Street could accommodate angled 
parking on one side of the street, returning to 
the historic layout of this intersection. These 
additional parking spots could provide a boost 
for business owners and add to the number 
of convenient parking options in downtown. 
Further, reclaiming excessive asphalt for street 
trees and bump-outs enhances the safety and 
appearance of the intersection while providing 
the next generation of downtown oaks.
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BROAD STREET &
TROUPE STREET
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STREETSCAPE

Broughton Street, Clark Street, & Clay Street

SECONDARY STREETS
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EXISTING: One block from 
Willis Park, this image shows the 
intersection of Broughton Street 
and Clark Street on the right. 
The streetscape on the left-hand 
side of Broughton Street shows 
recent improvements, including 
street trees and landscaping.

PROPOSED: As with other streets downtown, removing the asphalt to reveal historic brickwork 
beneath Clark Street at this intersection could improve the street’s appearance. Crosswalks connect 
pedestrians safely to Willis Park in this rendering. 

BROUGHTON STREET AT CLARK STREET
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EXISTING: Since the completion of the 
Bainbridge RSVP in 2014, city crews 
have worked to remove asphalt and reveal 
the historic brickwork beneath Water 
Street from Clay to Crawford Street. 
Streetscaping improvements along Water 
Street also extend a downtown ambiance 
to this secondary right-of-way. While the 
narrow width limits possible improve-
ments, Clark Street, shown in the center 
of this image, could still benefit from 
certain enhancements.

PROPOSED: Removing asphalt along the remaining blocks of Clark Street visually connects this 
side street to the remainder of downtown. The historic brickwork underlying these streets imparts 
a memorable character to visitors and residents. 

WATER STREET AT CLARK STREET
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BROUGHTON STREET AT CLAY STREET

EXISTING: Two blocks from 
Willis Park and convenient to 
many downtown businesses, the 
width of both Broughton and 
Clay Streets offers the potential 
for extending downtown streets-
cape improvements, street trees, 
and additional on-street parking. 

PROPOSED: Utilizing the existing right-of-way, attractive brick-accented sidewalks, street 
lamps, street trees, and on-street parking extend a downtown ambiance to this intersection. 
Crosswalks connect nearby residents to Willis Park, downtown businesses, and restaurants. 
This image also shows the effect of allowing existing crape myrtles to grow to their full height, 
sheltering pedestrians and offering an impressive canopy of summer blooms. 
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EXISTING (ABOVE): The intersection of Water Street and Clay Street imparts a sense 
of downtown arrival to visitors approaching from the east. Extending streetscaping and 
better connecting this area to Willis Park could bring life and investment to the attractive 
traditional commercial buildings shown. 

PROPOSED: Landscaped brick bump-outs at intersections, large-canopied sycamores and other street 
trees, brick-accented sidewalks, and crosswalks all connect this area with the remainder of downtown in 
this after image. 

WATER STREET AT CLAY STREET
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STREETSCAPE

WEST STREET
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W
est Street’s oversized road width could easily accommodate 
features like on-street parking, landscaped bump-outs, and a 
planted median. Connecting downtown to US-27, West Street 

already serves as an important gateway to the heart of Bainbridge. 
Narrowing dangerously oversized drive lanes to incorporate improvements 
like a live oak–lined center median and expanded pedestrian bump-outs 
with large-canopy oak trees could calm traffic, improve safety for drivers 
and pedestrians, and create an appealing entry to the community. 

WEST STREET SECTION ELEVATION

Shown at 410 West Street approaching downtown, this section elevation illustrates typical street 
conditions in the proposed street redesign. Live oaks, while slow growing, create a generous shade 
canopy over time. Landscaped bump-outs along the more densely developed east side of the block 
shade pedestrians and welcome potential customers. 

WEST STREET PLAN
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EXISTING: The intersection of West and 
Calhoun streets is a key point of entry into 
downtown Bainbridge. Approximately 65 
feet wide, West Street is vastly oversized 
for vehicular demand. Wide, unbroken 
asphalt encourages drivers to speed into 
the heart of downtown. With over 30 feet 
of asphalt to spare, this public right-of-
way has ample space for improvements.
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PROPOSED: The three central medians shown above transform the appearance of 
this key intersection and take advantage of the right-of-way’s excessive width. These 
medians break up the asphalt paving, separating driving lanes while establishing stan-
dard roadway widths and preserving turn lanes at the intersection. These traffic-calming 
measures improve safety by encouraging drivers to slow as they approach the down-
town core. Medians and other features pictured also improve pedestrian safety while 
beautifying this key entrance to downtown. The addition of on-street angled parking 
benefits nearby businesses and encourages redevelopment on vacant properties. Bump-
outs around parking spaces make for a safer driving experience and improve pedestrian 
safety. Together, these safety enhancements create space for prominent street trees. As 
an integral part of Bainbridge’s identity, the live oaks featured in the median create a 
long-lived gateway to the heart of the community. 

WEST STREET AT CALHOUN STREET
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EXISTING, ABOVE: West Street 
narrows dramatically at Jackson 
Street, creating a jarring transition 
for speeding drivers. While featuring 
improved streetscaping, handsome 
oaks, and more, the excessive road 
width along West Street could be 
further utilized for on-street parking 
and landscaped bump-outs. 

WEST STREET AT JACKSON STREET
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WEST STREET AT JACKSON STREET
PROPOSED: Excessive paved road width along West Street could be better 
utilized to incorporate additional on-street parking. The addition of landscaped 
brick bump-outs, crosswalks, and street trees better connects Willis Park and the 
remainder of downtown with Chason Park and the Flint River beyond. 
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“Strengthening the connection between 
people and the places they share, place-
making refers to a collaborative process 
by which we can shape our public realm 

in order to maximize shared value.”
–Project for Public Spaces
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I
n addition to potential streetscaping improvements, other community 
projects identified by city leaders could lay the groundwork for a more 
energized, vibrant downtown Bainbridge. Since the completion of the 

Bainbridge Renaissance Strategic Vision and Plan in 2014, downtown has seen 
a renewed flush of public and private reinvestment. From rehabilitating and 
finding tenants for historic downtown buildings to new projects like the pedes-
trian and service alley near Willis Park, community partners including the city, 
Bainbridge Downtown Development Authority (DDA), and private investors 
have labored to bring more activity, businesses, and people downtown regu-
larly. In 2018, Bainbridge was selected by the Georgia Municipal Association 
to take part in the inaugural class of the statewide Georgia Placemaking 
Collaborative. Chosen based on their track record and leadership, this select 
cohort of communities, foundations, and statewide planning organizations are 
engaged in developing, planning, funding, and implementing creative place-
making projects over a three-year period. Together with leaders from the cities 
of Gainesville and Greensboro, Bainbridge will receive assistance over the 
course of the program to engage in placemaking projects downtown.  

 Projects targeted by community leaders and local officials in Bainbridge 
include concepts that could be further developed and eventually implemented 
as part of the Georgia Placemaking Collaborative. Properties already owned 
by the city and the Bainbridge DDA offer tremendous potential for downtown. 
Targeting properties owned by these community stakeholders for renewal could 
encourage additional private reinvestment in nearby downtown buildings. As 
part of the update to the 2014 Bainbridge RSVP, local leaders sought design 
concepts for two DDA-owned properties, including a potential event venue in 
the city’s historic livery stable and a combination downtown restroom facil-
ity, small business incubator, and welcome center. Additional projects build 
on improvements already under way, including an interior courtyard and 
alleyway serving downtown businesses, numerous opportunities for expanded 
community art, and a strengthened connection between downtown and the 
Flint River. 

PLACEMAKING
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H
eavily altered over time, the vacant property 
at the intersection of Broad Street and Market 
Street housed the livery stable of the Bainbridge 

Fire Department at the turn of the century. Local lead-
ers and business owners see the potential of this site, 
now owned by the Bainbridge DDA, as an open-air 
venue downtown. The site plan opposite/right shows 
this property converted to an event venue. Removing 
the unstable addition at the corner creates additional 
space for angled on-street parking, wide sidewalks, and 
landscaped bump-outs along Market Street. A rear 
parking lot accessed from Clark Street contains an 
additional 18 parking spaces, landscaped bump-outs 
with large-canopy street trees, and a potential service 
area for waste receptacles. 

The Bainbridge Fire Department livery stable in _____**year.
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THE HOOK &
LADDER
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EXISTING, ABOVE: This DDA-owned property 
sustained significant damage during Hurricane 
Michael. A structural engineer inspected the 
structure and deemed the façade no longer 
stable. However, the surrounding three walls 
remain structurally sound. Rather than simply 
tearing down the building and adding another 
vacant lot to this part of Broad Street, creatively 
reusing the remnants of this building could create 
a unique space downtown. A historically signifi-
cant site, this building was the original location 
of the Bainbridge Fire Department’s livery stable.

PROPOSED, RIGHT: Maintaining the historic 
footprint and the three remaining walls preserves 
this building as an open-air venue and market 
space. With a nod to the historical significance of 
this property’s original use, the design proposes 
historical firefighting motifs be used throughout 
the site, including the original tools of the trade, 
hooks and ladders.
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EXISTING, BELOW: Historically, 
hook and ladder firefighters used long, 
pike-like hooks to tear the façades off 
of burning buildings, allowing them 
access while preventing the fire from 
spreading to adjacent buildings. 
In poetic fashion, the façade of the 
livery stable, rechristened the “Hook 
& Ladder,” will need to be removed.
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PROPOSED: By removing both the façade and the roof, the historic stable could be used as an 
open-air market and venue. Rather than tearing down a historic building, this solution preserves 
a piece of Bainbridge’s heritage while inviting public use and bringing functionality to the space.





PROPOSED: With the addition of a stage, festive lighting, and programming, 
this open-air venue could be used for a variety of events. From concerts and 
movie nights to weddings and farmer’s markets, the former livery stable could 
host a variety of open-air downtown programming.
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WELCOME CENTER
AND PUBLIC RESTROOMS

EXISTING, ABOVE:  Just steps from Willis Park, this building 
has lots of potential. Damaged in Hurricane Michael, a section 
of roof and much of the interior will have to be replaced to make 
this building inhabitable. Sitting between Willis Park and a large 
public parking lot, the prime location of this building makes it 
an opportune site for a downtown amenity.

CONSTRUCTION, SPRING 2019
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WELCOME CENTER
AND PUBLIC RESTROOMS

PROPOSED: Taking cues from Bainbridge’s historic downtown architecture, a new welcome 
center, business incubator, and public restroom facility on this site features a humble yet elegant 
brick façade with invitingly large windows. Combining multiple facilities in one structure allows 
the city to maximize investment and provide a variety of necessary functions under one roof. As 
designed, the restroom facility features a private street entrance, allowing the facility to be open 
longer hours than the welcome center itself. A quality building that matches the rest of downtown’s 
unique character enlivens the street with a point of interest, and encourages locals and visitors to 
tour a wider area of downtown beyond the square.
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DOWNTOWN ALLEYWAY

EXISTING, ABOVE: This alleyway directly behind The American and 
other Broughton Street businesses has seen some major improvements 
since the 2014 Bainbridge RSVP. Recent improvements like cleaning 
and paving have created a more welcoming and functional space. Now 
this alleyway just needs some finishing touches.

PROPOSED, RIGHT: Low-cost and creative dumpster housing could 
help beautify the service areas of the alleyway. The alleyway could be 
themed to match adjacent businesses like The American, encouraging 
businesses to use the space for events or overflow outdoor seating.
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EXISTING, ABOVE: Long seen as a 
potential courtyard, this space adjacent 
to the improved alleyway could provide 
outdoor seating and service uses to 
downtown businesses and restaurants.
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DOWNTOWN COURTYARD

PROPOSED, RIGHT: Following a general back-of-house clean-up, this currently 
underutilized space could create an attractive enclosed courtyard for dining and social-
izing. Inexpensive, high-impact materials like pea gravel, clean-lined modern wood 
planters, a fold-down wood counter, string lights, and café tables serve the adjacent 
The American restaurant, Southern Philosophy Brewing, and more while creating 
a casual yet sophisticated atmosphere. Metal louvered enclosures hide unattractive 
trash receptacles and other necessary services.
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BROAD STREET
ALLEY COURTYARD

EXISTING, ABOVE: Located on the improved 
Broad Street Alley downtown, this former indus-
trial building could be improved to serve adjacent 
businesses. In addition to differed maintenance 
and general wear and tear, this building suffered 
damage during Hurricane Michael. 

PROPOSED, RIGHT: Following minor repairs, 
this building could once again contribute to 
downtown Bainbridge. High impact, inexpensive 
improvements including string lights, a long wood 
bar, painted railing, and landscaping allow this 
building to serve adjacent businesses including 
the American and Southern Philosophy Brewing.
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P
ublic art helps build visitors’ connection with a place. Murals and other 
prominent works of community art are often used to celebrate the partic-
ular values and characteristics that make a community unique. Designed 

to connect visitors to the Flint River and encourage exploration of downtown, 
the set of murals proposed below help engage in a whimsical, playful conver-
sation with visitors coming to downtown Bainbridge. Iconic and memorable 
murals give people something to discover and share, and help a place feel like 
a destination. Calling attention to Bainbridge’s character in a humorous way 
helps visitors feel like coming to town is an experience. Photo-op murals with 
suggested hashtags encourage participation with the fringe benefit of free 
advertising. Cheeky motifs such as “urban wildlife” lend a sense of humor to the 
downtown fabric and help distinguish Bainbridge from other towns. When a 
place does not take itself too seriously, people feel more inclined to stay a while.

PUBLIC ART
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THE AMERICAN 
MURAL

The American restaurant located on Bainbridge’s 
historic town square is a local favorite. The restaurant’s 
glass windows bear a traditional American bald eagle 
in gold, with an elegant navy storefront. The alleyway 
behind the restaurant provides a great opportunity to 
be a little more creative with the Americana theme. 
This rendering shows the bald eagle flying below the 
restaurant’s name, with a bold red and white stripe 
background to catch attention. An easy photo oppor-
tunity, passersby can stand in front of the wings and 
take pictures. EXISTING

PROPOSED
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PROPOSED: This enlarged view shows the proposed mural design promoting The 
American restaurant. 
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EXISTING, LEFT: This view traveling toward 
Willis Park on Broad Street shows the improved 
Broad Street Alley on the left. 

PROPOSED, BELOW: A contemporary take 
on stars and stripes greets pedestrians walking 
north on Broad Street.

ALLEYWAY MURAL
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EXISTING, RIGHT: This view from Broad 
Street shows the improved alleyway on the right. 
The brick wall at the alley entry could serve as 
home for a distinctive downtown mural. 

PROPOSED, BELOW: Playing off the name of 
“The American” restaurant, this mural concept 
is a playful take on classic Americana as a way to 
catch people’s attention and invite them to check 
out the redesigned alley behind The American 
restaurant. A bald eagle peaking its head from 
behind the wall is a silly but eye-catching way 
to draw visitors down South Broad Street from 
Willis Park. 
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ALLEYWAY MURAL

IMPLEMENTATION: This is the large-scale vinyl wrap mural currently 
being implemented in the alley behind The American. Created by Nikki 
Rich, the mural is designed to be interactive with social media.
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CITY OF OAKS
MURAL

EXISTING, ABOVE: The blank wall at the intersection of 
Water and West Street could be used as opportunity to welcome 
visitors downtown and promote the work of local artists.

PROPOSED, RIGHT: A vacant storefront on Broad Street 
is transformed by a mural that represents one of Bainbridge’s 
greatest assets, the city’s canopy of oak trees. Known as “City of 
Oaks” because of the large, historic live oak trees found through-
out town, this mural speaks to the city’s identity and highlights 
something that makes Bainbridge unique. Utilizing the yellow 
and blue found in downtown welcome signage, this mural helps 
provide life to an otherwise forgotten building. By simply paint-
ing whimsical window outlines on the front, the friendliness of 
the mural on the side of the structure extends to the front.
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GREETINGS FROM
BAINBRIDGE MURAL

EXISTING, BELOW: The blank wall at the intersection of 
Water and West Street could be used as opportunity to welcome 
visitors downtown and promote the work of local artists. 

ORIGINAL POSTCARD IMAGE
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PROPOSED, BELOW:  Bainbridge’s rich history helps define the community and create a unique place. 
Utilizing a historic postcard image designed by Curt Teich (C.T. American Art) in the mid-twentieth 
century, this mural could enhance the intersection of Water Street and West Street. With friendly colors 
and text, the artwork speaks to Bainbridge’s timeless and classic Southern style. This mural evokes a 
classic C.T. American Art “Greetings from…” postcard to showcase Bainbridge’s sense of hospitality to 
locals and visitors alike. This artwork could also be printed as a large vinyl wrap and attached to the wall. 
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SALON CITY
MURAL

EXISTING, BELOW: The blank wall at the intersection of 
Water and West Street could be used as opportunity to welcome 
visitors downtown and promote the work of local artists.
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PROPOSED: Bainbridge boasts at least 16 hair salons and six barber shops in the down-
town area, 11 of which are housed in a two-block radius surrounding Willis Park. The 
#SalonCity design celebrates this fact with a playful mural that encourages participation 
and community building with a hashtag for people to share their experiences. A design 
file was created with graphics of silly and iconic hairstyles as an opportunity for pass-
ersby to stop for a photo opp. This concept adds recognition and promotion to an asset 
Bainbridge already has. 
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This quirky idea uses the theme of urban “wildlife” to draw pedestrians to Chason Park 
and the Flint River from downtown. The graphic depicts South Georgia “wildlife”—squir-
rels, possums, raccoons, alligators, armadillos—on leashes walking toward Chason Park. 
This design could be used on pedestrian crosswalks and building walls as a fun visual cue 
to guide people from Willis Park to the Flint River. The crossings include text such as “take 
me to the river” and “this way to Flint River” to encourage pedestrians to follow the signs.  

CONNECTING
TO THE RIVER
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PROPOSED: Pedestrian-oriented signage and a sidewalk curb-cut lead pedestrians to the 
entrance of Chason Park from Willis Park.

PROPOSED: The area around 
Willis Park downtown already 
features a vibrant mix of down-
town restaurants and attractions. 
Connecting downtown to the Flint 
River just a few blocks away could 
enhance the experience of visitors. 
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EXISTING, ABOVE: The 
blank wall of the U.S. Post 
Office on Jackson Street could 
promote downtown and the 
city’s unique offerings.  

POST OFFICE MURAL

PROPOSED: A stone’s throw from Chason Park and the Flint River, the blank wall of the Bainbridge 
Post Office could be used to build a stronger connection between downtown and the river. Fun, creative 
mural concepts like the one shown could help guide visitors to explore this unique asset. 
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PROPOSED: Using invisible paint from brands such as NeverWet or Rainworks, this sidewalk 
mural only appears when it is raining outside. As the sidewalks get wet, alligator tracks appear, a 
fun surprise for the intrepid rainy-day pedestrian or someone caught in bad weather! A sense of 
surprise and delight puts a cheery spin on a rainy day.

“ONLY WHEN IT RAINS”

SIDEWALK SURPRISE
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EXISTING: While featuring enhanced 
streetscaping, the intersection of Jackson 
and West Street currently lacks crosswalks. 

PROPOSED: Creative murals guide visitors to the Flint River in this distinctive crosswalk concept. 

JACKSON STREET at

WEST STREET
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CHASON PARK ENTRYWAY

EXISTING, RIGHT: The entry to 
Chason Park lacks welcome or direc-
tional signage to guide visitors to the 
Flint River. 

PROPOSED, BELOW: Continuing 
the urban wildlife concept to Chason 
Park invites visitors to explore the 
riverfront. Improved signage welcomes 
visitors to Chason Park.
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EXISTING, RIGHT: The bluff at Chason Park overlooks an 
attractive bend in the mighty Flint River. Stairs here offer easy 
access to pavilions and more along the riverfront.

CHASON PARK
OVERLOOK
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PROPOSED, BELOW: Following the removal of debris and a general clean-up, this area could 
provide a unique river overlook for locals and visitors. Attractive and inexpensive freestanding wood 
swings like those shown would offer visitors a spot from which to take in views of the river.








